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With the dramatic increases in on-chip packing densities, routing congestion has become a major problem in chip design. The problem is especially acute as interconnects are also the performance bottleneck in integrated circuits. The solution lies in judicious resource management. This involves intelligent allocation of the available interconnect resources, up-front planning of the wire routes for even wire distributions, and transformations that make the physical synthesis flow congestion-aware.
Routing Congestion in VLSI Circuits: Estimation and Optimization provides the reader with a complete understanding of the root causes of routing congestion in present-day and future VLSI circuits, available techniques for estimating and optimizing this congestion, and a critical analysis of the accuracy and effectiveness of these techniques, so that the reader may prudently choose an approach that is appropriate to their design goals. The scope of the work includes metrics and optimization techniques for routing congestion at various stages of the VLSI design flow, including the architectural level, the logic synthesis/technology mapping level, the placement phase, and the routing step. A particular focus of this work is on the congestion issues that deal primarily with standard cell based design. 

Routing Congestion in VLSI Circuits: Estimation and Optimization is a valuable reference for CAD developers and researchers, design methodology engineers, VLSI design and CAD students, and VLSI design engineers.
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Electronic System Level Design: An Open-Source ApproachSpringer, 2011

	Electronic System Level Design, or ESL Design, is generally understood as the set

	of tools, methodologies and design techniques applied to modern electronic systems

	design, from high-end chips and systems, to embedded devices, to integrated

	hardware and software systems. Given the complexity of current systems, advanced

	tools and...
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Linux Administration Cookbook: Insightful recipes to work with system administration tasks on LinuxPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Over 100 recipes to get up and running with the modern Linux administration ecosystem

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand and implement the core system administration tasks in Linux
	
			Discover tools and techniques to troubleshoot your Linux system
	
			Maintain a healthy...
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UWB Communication Systems: A Comprehensive Overview (EURASIP Book Series on Signal Processing and Communications)Hindawi Publishing, 2006
Ultrawideband (UWB) communication systems offer an unprecedented opportunity to impact the future communication world.    The enormous available bandwidth, the wide scope of the data rate / range trade-off, as well as the potential for very low-cost operation leading to pervasive usage, all present a unique opportunity for UWB systems to impact the...
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Gene Therapy of Cancer: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2000

	Wolfgang Walther and Ulrike Stein survey the rapidly evolving field of cancer gene therapy and provide a broad array of leading-edge protocols for the delivery of therapeutic genes into tumors. Described in step-by-step fashion and enriched with each author's own practical tips, these readily reproducible methods are currently being...
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Practical Matlab Basics for Engineers (Practical Matlab for Engineers)CRC Press, 2008
A comprehensive and accessible primer, this tutorial immerses engineers and engineering students in the essential technical skills that will allow them to put Matlab® to immediate use. The book covers concepts such as: functions, algebra, geometry, arrays, vectors, matrices, trigonometry, graphs, pre-calculus and calculus. It then delves into...
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No Starch Press, 2015

	Doing Math with Python shows you how to use Python to delve into high school–level math topics like statistics, geometry, probability, and calculus. You’ll start with simple projects, like a factoring program and a quadratic-equation solver, and then create more complex projects once you’ve gotten the hang of...
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